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Using this guide
Before using this guide, become familiar with the Exinda documentation system.

n "Exinda documentation conventions" on page 2

n "Notes, Tips, Examples, and Cautions" on page 3

Exinda documentation conventions

The Exinda documentation uses the following conventions in the documentation.

Graphical interface conventions

The following is a summary of the conventions used for graphic interfaces such as those in the ExindaWeb
UI and the Central Management Technical Preview UI.

Convention Definition

bold Interface element such as buttons or menus.

For example: Select theEnable checkbox.

Italics Reference to other documents.

For example: Refer to theExinda Application List.

> Separates navigation elements.

For example: Select File > Save.

Command line conventions

The following is a summary of the syntax used for the CLI commands.
(config)# command <user input> keyword {list|of|options|to|select|from} [optional
parameter]
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Convention Definition

monospace text Command line text or file names

<courier italics> Arguments for which you use values appropriate to your
environment.

courier bold Commands and keywords that you enter exactly as
shown.

[x] Enclose an optional keyword or argument.

{x} Enclose a required element, such as a keyword or
argument.

| Separates choices within an optional or required element.

[x {y | z}] Braces and vertical lines (pipes) within square brackets
indicate a required choice within an optional element.

command with many
parameters that
wrap onto two
lines in the
documentation

Underlined CLI commands may wrap on the page, but
should be entered as a single line.

Notes, Tips, Examples, and Cautions

Throughout themanual the following text styles are used to highlight important points:

n Notes include useful features, important issues. They are identified by a light blue background.

Note Note text

n Tips include hints and shortcuts. They are identified by a light blue box.

Tip Tip text

n Examples are presented throughout themanual for deeper understanding of specific concepts.
Examples are identified by a light gray background.

Example

Text

n Cautions and warnings that can cause damage to the device are included when necessary, and are
highlighted in yellow.

Caution Caution text
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Chapter 1: Monitor application
performance on the network
Every company has applications that are considered business-critical that need to be performing at their best
at all times. Analysing the performance of networked applications is a common task faced by network
administrators. Often the root cause of an application's poor performance is not understood, and a common
response is to undertake an expensive, often unnecessary upgrade of network capacity.

The Exinda appliance canmonitor several properties of an application's TCP flows and collect metrics.
Thesemetrics are compared to an established threshold and given a score between one and ten, known as
the Application Performance Score (APS). The appliance can alsomonitor a single metric value within TCP
flows for a specified application, known as Application PerformanceMetrics (APM).

IT departments use the Application Performance Score (APS) to determine what is performing well, and
what is performing poorly. APS and APM have thresholds that identify acceptable performance levels for the
applications. When themetric values cross the configured threshold, notifications are sent alerting the
necessary users so they can review the issue andmake the necessary modifications to allow the
applications to perform within the threshold level.

Reports on the Application Performance Score can be easily communicated to senior management and to
users to help explain how the applications are performing. The reports can also be used to diagnose and
determine where issues are in the network. For each APS score, the results for themetrics can identify the
specific area of the network that is impacting the performance of the application, for instance server delay,
network delay, or jitter. This makes it easier to fix any network issues and get the application back to
optimum performance levels.

n "How are themetrics calculated?" on page 5

n "View the Application Performance Score results" on page 16

n "Capture Application PerformanceMetrics" on page 20

n "Calculate an Application Performance Score" on page 14

How are the metrics calculated?
Application performancemetrics measure a single aspect of the TCP flows generated by an application,
while Application Performance Scores measuremultiple areas of the flows for a particular application. The
metrics that can bemeasured are:

n "Round trip time" on page 6

n "Read and write transactions" on page 6

Application Performance Scores (APS)
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n "Packet loss" on page 11

n "View TCP health" on page 11

Round trip time

Round trip time (RTT) is themeasure of how long it takes for a very small packet to travel from a client
computer, Exinda appliance, or other networking component, to cross a network and return. As each packet
is intercepted, it is time stamped with a highly accurate nanosecond resolution clock source. With the
Exinda appliance positioned between the client and server, two individual calculations aremade to
determine a total round-trip time: the round trip time from the Exinda appliance to the client and back (Client
RTT), and the round trip time from the Exinda appliance to the server and back (Server RTT).

The APM estimates the round-trip time when the connection is established as part of a TCP connection, and
continually updates this estimate as data is sent across the connection. The following diagram illustrates
how the round trip time is calculated:

Server RTT:

n RTTs1 = t2 - t1

n RTTs2 = t5 - t4

Client RTT:

n RTTc1 = t3 - t2

n RTTc2 = t7 - t6

Average Server RTT = (RTTs1 + RTTs2)/2

Average Client RTT = (RTTc1 + RTTc2)/2

Average Total RTT = avRTTs + avRTTc

Read and write transactions

A transaction is defined as a client request followed by a server reply, including both TCP and UDP flows.

© 2013 Exinda Networks, Inc.
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With each read and write transaction between a client and a server, the following values aremeasured and
used to calculate how long the transaction takes to complete:

n Network Delay— the overall time taken for data to cross from a client to a server, or from the server to
a client.

n Server Delay— the time taken for a server to respond to a request.

n Network Jitter—measures the variability of the network delay time. This is expressed as amultiple
of one standard deviation.

To understand the details of the calculations, see "Calculating read transactionmetrics" on page 7 and
"Calculating write transactionmetrics" on page 8.

Calculating read transaction metrics

When a client computer requests information from the server, the request and response are tracked to
determine how long it takes for the client to send the request, and the server to send the requested data back
to the client. The diagram below shows the flow of information between the client, the Exinda appliance, and
the server, and identifies the points in the transaction where time stamps are acquired.

Network Delay for Request (N1)

1. The client sends a request to the server.

2. When the request passes through the Exinda, the time stamp is noted as the beginning of the request
(t1).

3. When the end of the request passes through the Exinda, the time stamp is noted (t2).

t2 – t1 = The amount of time it takes the client request to pass through the Exinda appliance.

4. The server receives the complete client request.

Server Delay (S)

© 2013 Exinda Networks, Inc.
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5. After the server receives a request from the client, the server takes some time to process the request.
This is the Server delay (S).

Network Delay for Response (N2)

6. The server’s response to the client request is sent, andmay be sent in a number of packets.

7. When the first response passes through the Exinda, the time stamp is noted (t3).

8. When the end of the last response passes through the Exinda, the time stamp is noted (t4).

t4 – t3 = The amount of time it takes the data requested by the client to pass through the Exinda
appliance.

9. The client receives the data requested from the server.

The total transaction time for a Read transaction is calculated as Transaction time = N1 + S + N2
where:

n N1 = ½ RTTclient + (t2 – t1) + ½ RTTserver

n S = (t3 – t2) – RTTserver

n N2 = ½ RTTserver + (t4 – t3) + ½ RTTclient

Calculating write transaction metrics

When a client computer sends information to be written to the server, the request and response are tracked
to determine how long it takes for the client to send the data to the server, and the server to send
acknowledgment of receiving the data back to the client. The diagram below shows the flow of information
between the client, Exinda appliance, and the server, and identifies the points in the transaction where time
stamps are acquired.

Network Delay for Request (N1)

© 2013 Exinda Networks, Inc.
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1. The client sends data to be written on the server, andmay be sent in a number of packets.

2. When the first data packet starts passing through the Exinda, the time stamp is noted as the beginning
of the packet (t1).

3. When the end of the last data packet passes through the Exinda, the time stamp is noted (t2).

t2 – t1 = The amount of time it takes the client to send data through the Exinda appliance.

4. The server receives all the data from the client.

Server Delay (S)

5. There is a very small delay between receiving the data from the client and the acknowledgement that is
sent from the Server back to the client. This is the Server delay (S).

Network Delay for Response (N2)

6. The server’s acknowledgement response to the client that the data has been received is sent.

7. When the response passes through the Exinda, the time stamp is noted (t3).

8. When the end of the response passes through the Exinda, the time stamp is noted (t4).

t4 – t3 = The amount of time it takes the server response to pass through the Exinda appliance.

9. The client receives the response from the server.

The total transaction time for aWrite transaction is calculated as Transaction time = N1 + S + N2where:

n N1 = ½ RTTclient + (t2 – t1) + ½ RTTserver

n S = (t3 – t2) – RTTserver

n N2 = ½ RTTserver + (t4 – t3) + ½ RTTclient

Normalization of the Network Delay

To create accurate comparisons of the network delay experienced by a transaction, the appliancemust
analyze packets of the same size (normalized). All other factors being equal, the transaction delays should
increase with the amount of data transferred or the transaction size.

Tomake the APS score independent of transaction size, the transaction delay metrics are normalized using
a constant of 1024 bytes. The normalized network delay is calculated as follows:
Normalized Network Delay = Total Network delay * 1024 / transaction bytes

Note The number of bytes used to normalize the calculation of the network delay during a
transaction can be configured through the CLI. See "APM" on page 9.

APM

To create, modify or remove an Application PerformanceMetric object use the "apm" command.

To create a new apm object for a specified application:
apm <name> metric <metric> application <application>

The APM object name.
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name 

Specify the traffic that the APM object shouldmonitor by Application.
application

The Application PerformanceMetric that this object will monitor.
metric

The followingmetrics are available:

network-delay The time taken for data to traverse the network

server-delay The time taken for a server to respond to a request

round-trip-time The time taken for a packet to travel from a device, cross a network and return.

transaction-time The total time for a transaction (network + server)

bytes-lost Bytes lost due to retransmissions

tcp-connections-
started

The number of TCP connections initiated

tcp-connections-
aborted

A TCP connection reset after being established (RST from client or server)

tcp-connections-
ignored

A TCP connection that expires in the SYN-SENT state. No response was
received from the server.

tcp-connections-
refused

A TCP connection that was reset before being established (RST in SYN-
SENT state)

Specify an internal and/or external Network Object to filter traffic.
apm <name> network-object {internal|external} <network-object>

Enable or disable an alert when themetric rises above a configured threshold for a specified delay.
[no] apm <name> alert enable

Specify the threshold that will trigger an alert.
apm <name> threshold <value>

Specify the delay. An alert is only generated when themetric remains above the threshold for this length of
time.
apm <name> delay {60, 300, 1800, 3600, 86400}

To create accurate comparisons of the network delay experienced by a transaction, the appliancemust
analyze packets of the same size (normalized). Specify the number of bytes used to normalize the
calculation of the network delay during a transaction. The default value is 1024, and themaximum value is
1048576.
monitor apm transaction normalize <value>

Disable the normalization calculations

© 2013 Exinda Networks, Inc.
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monitor apm transaction normalize 0

Packet loss

Packet loss occurs when one or more packets within a transmission are successfully sent, but fail to arrive
at the destination. Packet loss can be caused by a variety of factors including network congestion, faulty
network components such as hardware or drivers, or corrupted packets within the transmission. If the
transmission experiences packet loss, it may cause the following:

n Jitter in video conferences

n Gaps in audio during VoIP communications

n Performance issues when streamingmedia

To recover from packet loss, datamust be retransmitted to the destination to complete requests
successfully. The amount of data retransmitted per flow is used to calculate the Network Efficiency metric.
Efficiency = 100% * (transferred - retransmitted) / transferred

and
Network Loss = 100 - Efficiency

Note Network Loss, not Efficiency, is used when calculating APS.

View TCP health

Whenmonitoring the overall performance of the TCP traffic on your network, watch for connections that are
aborted, refused, or ignored over time.

n Aborted—Connections were established, but were closed by a RST (reset) issued by either the
client or server rather than a clean close. High numbers of aborted connections can point to network
or server problems.

n Refused—A SYN packet was observed and a RST or ICMP "connection refused" message was
received in response. This usually means the server is up, but the application is unavailable or not
working correctly. It can also indicate a TCP port scan is occurring.

n Ignored—A SYN packet was observed, but no SYN-ACK response was received. This usually
means the server is not responding, does not exist, is not accessible, or is ignoring the connection
request. It can also indicate a TCP port scan is occurring.

The TCP Health Report displays aborted, ignored, and refused TCP connections for the selected time period,

as well as displaying the total TCP connections.
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1. Click Monitor > Service Levels and switch to the TCP Health.

2. From the Category list select Applications.

The Report can be viewed by Applications, Internal Hosts, or External Hosts.

3. To change the time period that the report covers, select theRange from the list.

© 2013 Exinda Networks, Inc.
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4. Click the name of the application to view the TCP Health details and a graph for that item.

© 2013 Exinda Networks, Inc.
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Chapter 2: Calculate an
Application Performance Score
The Application Performance Score combines selected application performancemetrics to form an overall
score that is used tomonitor the performance of a networked application. To calculate the APS the results of
eachmetric is compared against the threshold for themetric and is classified into one of three categories:

n Good—The baseline for the application is good, and the application is performing within the expected
levels (below the threshold), and users will be happy with the performance of the application.

n Tolerated—The performance of the application is less than expected, but is still performing within a
range that you should be able to tolerate (between the threshold and four times the threshold). The per-
formance isn't great, but users will be OK with it.

n Frustrated—The application is performing really poorly (more than four times the threshold), and users
will be frustrated with the performance.

The APS score is a number between 0 and 10 that measures the network performance of an application:
aps = 10 * (satisfied samples + (tolerated samples / 2)) / total samples

Example: Calculating an APS

A threshold is configured for Network Delay as T = 300 msec for HTTP.

In one 10s period, 11 flows are sampled for HTTP with the following results:

n 5 flow samples are > 300ms but < 1200ms

n 6 flow samples are < 300ms

The APS score is calculated as follows:
aps = 10 * (6 + 5/2) / 11 = 7.7

Because the appropriate threshold for an application is unique for each network environment, the Exinda
appliance canmonitor the traffic for an application and create a recommended set of thresholds that can be
used for creating an APS. Recommended thresholds can be generated for existing APS objects if the current
thresholds do not seem to be accurate. The Exinda appliance can also generate APS scores for non-
transactional traffic between the client and server, such as Citrix XenApp Servers or Microsoft Remote
Desktop.

Configure the Exinda appliance tomonitor the important or business-critical applications running on the
network through APS.

1. "Create an Application Performance Score object" on page 15

2. "Generate recommended Application Performance Score thresholds" on page 15

Application Performance Scores (APS)
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3. "Review andmodify the APS threshold values" on page 18

4. "View the Application Performance Score results" on page 16

Create an Application Performance Score object
Create Application Performance Score (APS) objects for each of the important, business-critical
applications running on the network to ensure that they are performing well. If an application reports a score
below the acceptable threshold values, a notification is sent to the configured users.

1. Click Objects > Service Levels and switch to theApplication Performance Score tab.

2. Click Add New APS Object.

3. Type a name for the score.

4. In theApplication list, select the application traffic to monitor.

5. Specify the internal IP addresses that this APS object shouldmeasure. For example, specify ALL or
a network object representing internal subnets.

6. Specify the external IP addresses that this APS object shouldmeasure. For example, specify ALL or
a network object representing external application servers.

7. Select theAlert Enable checkbox.

8. In theAlert Threshold field type themaximum number of milliseconds (ms) allowed for themetric to
complete before an alert is triggered.

9. In theAlert Trigger Delay list, select how long themetric needs to remain above the threshold before
the alert is sent.

10. Set the thresholds for the APS metrics.

n To generate a list of recommended thresholds for the APS metrics, see "Generate
recommended Application Performance Score thresholds" on page 15.

n To set specific scoringmetrics without generating a baseline, deselect the Auto Baseline
checkbox and enter the values for eachmetric.

11. If the application uses a non-transactional protocol for traffic between the client and server, such as
Citrix XenApp Servers or Microsoft Remote Desktop, select theNon-Transactional Protocol check-
box.

12. Click Add New APS Object.

The object is added to the list of configured APS objects.

13. Click System > Setup > Alerts, and ensure that the Send Email and SNMP Trap alerts are enabled
for APS.

Generate recommended Application Performance Score thresholds
Automatically create set of recommended threshold values for the Application Performance Score (APS)
based on the traffic passing through the Exinda appliance over a specified period of time. If the configured

© 2013 Exinda Networks, Inc.
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thresholds are not performing as expected, run the auto baseline analysis to generate a new set of
recommended values.

Note To ensure that the baseline values accurately reflect the usage of the application, start
generating the baseline during a time period when users are actively generating traffic
for the application.

1. Click Objects > Service Levels and switch to theApplication Performance Score tab.

2. Locate the APS object in the list, and click Edit.

3. In the Baseline Info area, select the amount of time that the traffic will be analyzed to generate the
APS baseline.

Select the time period for the baseline based on how popular the application is. For example, if there
is a lot of HTTP traffic on the network, the 1 hour period will be long enough to analyze traffic and
create an accurate baseline. For an application that is not used very often, use the 1 week baseline
period to ensure that enough traffic is analyzed to generate baseline recommendations.

4. Click Start Baseline.

Traffic is analyzed during the specified period, and a set of recommended thresholds is generated.
The threshold recommendations target an APS of 8.5. If the application reports an APS below 8.5, the
application is performing worse than the baseline.

To receive an email when the baseline period is over, ensure that the Exinda appliance is configured
to send email notifications.

Note If no traffic is transferred during the selected auto baseline period, the Exinda
appliance continues to analyze traffic for the next time period. For example, if no
traffic is transferred during the one hour period, the traffic continues to be analyzed for
one day. After the traffic has been analyzed for one week, and no traffic has been
transferred, the auto baseline analysis stops.

Each time the auto baseline completes for a time period, and no traffic has been
analyzed, an email notification is sent to the configured users.

View the Application Performance Score results
The Application Performance Score combines selected Application PerformanceMetrics to form an overall
score that is used tomonitor the performance of a networked application.

Note Tomonitor a new application, see "Create an Application Performance Score object" on
page 15.

The Exinda appliance calculates the APS by comparing the results of eachmetric against the threshold for
themetric and is classified into one of three categories:

© 2013 Exinda Networks, Inc.
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n Good—The baseline for the application is good, and the application is performing within the expected
levels (below the threshold), and users will be happy with the performance of the application.

n Tolerated—The performance of the application is less than expected, but is still performing within a
range that you should be able to tolerate (between the threshold and four times the threshold). The per-
formance isn't great, but users will be OK with it.

n Frustrated—The application is performing really poorly (more than four times the threshold), and users
will be frustrated with the performance.

The APS score is a number between 0 and 10 that measures the network performance of an application:
aps = 10 * (satisfied samples + (tolerated samples / 2)) / total samples

Example: Calculating an APS

A threshold is configured for Network Delay as T = 300 msec for HTTP.

In one 10s period, 11 flows are sampled for HTTP with the following results:

n 5 flow samples are > 300ms but < 1200ms

n 6 flow samples are < 300ms

The APS score is calculated as follows:
aps = 10 * (6 + 5/2) / 11 = 7.7

The Application Performance Score report displays the performance of each APS object over time in a chart,
and the table below lists each APS Object and includes the individual metrics used to calculate the score.

1. Click Monitor > Service Levels and switch to theApplication Performance Score (APS) tab.

© 2013 Exinda Networks, Inc.
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The colors indicate the category for eachmetric: Good is green, Tolerable is yellow, and Frustrated is
red. When no color is used it indicates ametric that does not contribute to the APS score because no
threshold has been configured for that metric.

2. To change the time period that the report covers, select theRange from the list.

3. To view the time series graphs for individual metrics, click the APS name.

Review and modify the APS threshold values
After the APS baseline analysis has completed, review the recommended values and adjust the threshold
values as needed.

1. Click Objects > Service Levels and switch to theApplication Performance Score tab.

2. Locate the APS object in the list, and click Edit.

3. In the Baseline Info area, ensure the status of the auto baseline is Completed.

4. In the ScoringMetrics area, review the recommended threshold values for the scoringmetrics
generated by the auto baseline analysis.

If the recommended threshold values are reasonable, click Apply Changes and proceed with Step 8.

Note The Network Loss metric is not calculated during the baseline analysis.

After the baseline analysis has successfully completed, the values in the Config column are editable.

© 2013 Exinda Networks, Inc.
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5. Modify the threshold values as appropriate.

6. Click Apply Changes.

7. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Save.

Generate a PDF report of APS results
Create a report that contains the APS, TCP health, and TCP efficiency for a specified period of time.

1. Click Report and switch to thePDF Reports tab.

2. Click Add New PDF Report.

3. In the Report Selection area select APS, TCP Health, and TCP Efficiency.

4. In the Report Details area, type a name for the report.

5. Specify how often the report will be generated.

6. Click Add New Report.

7. To generate the report, locate the report in the list and click PDF.

© 2013 Exinda Networks, Inc.
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Chapter 3: Capture Application
Performance Metrics
The Exinda appliance canmonitor several properties of the TCP flows specified applications, and collect
metrics. Thesemetrics are compared to an established threshold and given a score between one and ten,
known as the Application Performance Score (APS). The appliance can alsomonitor a single metric value
within the TCP flows for a specified application, known as Application PerformanceMetrics (APM). To
understand what metrics are included in the APM, see "How are themetrics calculated?" on page 5.

Create andmonitor APMs to identify delays in communication between network objects.

1. "Create an Application PerformanceMetric object" on page 20

2. "Send an alert when a threshold is crossed" on page 22

3. "View Application PerformanceMetrics" on page 23

Create an Application Performance Metric object
Use Application PerformanceMetric (APM) objects to monitor the amount of time it takes to perform a
specific transaction, or when certain events occur. The Exinda appliance can send an alert when the
threshold of an APMmetric is exceeded.

1. Click Objects > Service Levels and switch to theApplication Performance Metric tab.

2. Click Add New APM Object.

3. Type a name for themetric.

4. In theMetric list, select the APMmetric to monitor from the following list:

Metric Description

bytes-lost Bytes lost due to retransmissions.

network-delay The time taken for data to traverse the network.

normalized-network-
delay

The time taken for data to traverse the network where the
packet size is normalized to 1024 bytes.

normalized-server-delay The normalizedmeasure of the time taken for a server to
respond to a transaction request.

normalized-transaction-
delay

The normalizedmeasure of the time taken for a client
request to be sent to a server, and the server's reply to be
received by the client.

Application Performance Scores (APS)
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Metric Description

round-trip-time The time taken for a packet to travel from a device, cross
a network, and return.

server-delay The time taken for a server to respond to a request.

tcp-connections-
aborted

The number TCP connections reset after the connection
is established. (RST from client or server)

tcp-connections-
ignored

The number TCP connections that expire in the SYN-
SENT state. No response is received from the server.

tcp-connection-refused The number TCP connections that are reset before the
connection is established. (RST in SYN-SENT state)

tcp-connections-
started

The number of TCP connections initiated.

transaction-time The total time for a transaction (network delay + server
delay)

5. In theApplication list, select the application traffic for the APM tomonitor.

6. Select the internal network object to filter traffic.

7. Select the external network object to filter traffic.

8. In theAPM Threshold field type themaximum number of milliseconds (ms) allowed for themetric to
complete before an alert is triggered.

9. As the Exinda appliancemonitors themetric for the application, an average of the APM metric is
calculated. In theAlert Trigger Delay list, select how long the average is calculated for themetric.

At the end of the selected time period, the APM for the application is checked to see if it exceeds the
threshold. If the average is above the threshold, the Exinda appliance sends an alert. The calculation
of the average is restarted at the beginning of each interval.

10. If you want to be notified when the threshold is crossed, select theAlert Enable checkbox.

11. Click Apply Changes.

The object is added to the list of configured APMs.

Example

This following example shows an APM object that sends an alert when the server-delay metric for
SMTP traffic matching the local internal network-object exceeds 100ms over a period of 1 hour.

© 2013 Exinda Networks, Inc.
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Send an alert when a threshold is crossed
Add ormodify the threshold settings that trigger alerts to be sent to administrators.

1. Click Objects > Service Levels and switch to theApplication Performance Metric tab.

2. In the list of configured APMs, locate the APM tomodify and click Edit.

3. In theAPM Threshold field type themaximum number of milliseconds (ms) allowed for themetric to
complete before an alert is triggered.

4. In theAlert Trigger Delay list, select how long themetric needs to remain above the threshold before
the alert is sent.

5. Select theAlert Enable checkbox.

6. Click Apply Changes.

The object is added to the list of configured APMs.

7. Click System > Setup > Alerts, and ensure that email and SNMP Trap alerts are enabled for APM.

Example

This following example shows an APM object that sends an alert when the server-delay metric for
SMTP traffic matching the local internal network-object exceeds 100ms over a period of 1 hour.
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View Application Performance Metrics
APM values are available in real time as well as summary form. This section describes how the Application
PerformanceMetrics are accessed.

n "Monitor the real time application response" on page 23

n "Monitor the real time TCP health" on page 25

n "View a network summary of application groups" on page 26

n "View TCP health" on page 11

n "View TCP efficiency" on page 27

Monitor the real time application response

The APM values are available as a real time display. The real time display shows the APM values by
application for the selected time period. As well as the APM values, the number of flows and the number of
transactions are shown.

Display the report in the Exinda Web UI

1. Click Monitor > Real Time and switch to theApplication Response tab.

The following report is displayed:
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2. To change how often the table is refreshed, select anAuto-Refresh Rate from the list.

Display the report in the Exinda CLI

1. Click Tools > Console.

2. Type the appliance username and password at the prompts.

3. To enter privileged EXEC (enable) mode, at the prompt type the following command:
hostname > enable

The hostname # prompt is displayed.

4. To enter configuration (config) mode, at the prompt type the following commands:
hostname # configure terminal

The hostname (config)# prompt is displayed.

5. To display real time APM data from the CLI, use the following command:
(config) # show realtime apm applications

The following results are displayed:
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Monitor the real time TCP health

The Real TimeHost Health report shows the Retransmitted Bytes, Aborted Connections, Refused
Connections, Ignored Connections and Flow Count for each internal and external host monitored by the
Exinda appliance.

Display the report in the Exinda Web UI

1. Click Monitor > Real Time and switch to theHost Health tab.

The report is displayed:

2. To change how often the table is refreshed, select anAuto-Refresh Rate from the list.

Display the report in the Exinda CLI

1. Click Tools > Console.

2. Type the appliance username and password at the prompts.

3. To enter privileged EXEC (enable) mode, at the prompt type the following command:
hostname > enable

The hostname # prompt is displayed.

4. To enter configuration (config) mode, at the prompt type the following commands:
hostname # configure terminal

The hostname (config)# prompt is displayed.

5. To display realtime TCP health from the CLI, use the following command:
(config) # show realtime apm hosts

The following results are displayed:
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View a network summary of application groups

Each table shows the top Application Groups together with the number of packets, number of flows data
transferred and throughput statistics.

1. Click Monitor > Applications and switch to theGroups tab.

2. To expose Round trip time, Normalized Delays, Transaction Delays, and Efficiency statistics for
each Application Group, click Show Details.
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3. To view the data for individual applications within a group, click the application group name.

View TCP efficiency

The TCP Efficiency Report shows the total efficiency of all TCP connections over time.

1. Click Monitor > Service Levels switch to the TCP Efficiency tab.

2. To display the total efficiency of all TCP connections over time,
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3. To change the time period that the report covers, select theRange from the list.

4. To view the data for individual applications within a group, click the application group name.
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